Community

Beautiful
Faces
Tamar Griggs
shares vision of
community in
special exhibit
By GAIL SJUBERG
Photos of Tamar Griggs by Jen MacLellan
Photos of montages by David Borrowman

T

amar Griggs is one of my
favourite Salt Spring folks.
She’s so easy to relate to in the
realm of feelings, her heart rising
and falling as she inhales the joy of a
particular moment, or buffers herself against painful
events occurring in the world or in her backyard.
One could easily perceive her as a bit “flaky” —
in a good way, of course — and it wasn’t until we
got together to talk about her Faces of Salt Spring
exhibit that she inadvertently gave me a hint about
why that might be the case.
It seems that the photographer in Tamar is often
steering her mental processes when it comes to
interacting with people.
“Being a photographer, I see ‘the photo’ when I talk to you. I’ll be walking in town and someone is wearing purple and I'll say, ‘I have to take your
photo by this building that’s blue.’
“I’m listening to a conversation, but I’m an artist and composing the
photo. Even if I don’t snap it, I see it.”
Fortunately, Tamar did press the shutter release on thousands of occasions between 1990 and 2008, and the results will be available in her Faces of Salt Spring exhibit
that runs at ArtSpring from late April through early May.
Going through stacks of boxes of 4x6-inch photographs and selecting which ones to share with the public
is no easy feat. But when I visit Tamar in her Grace Point
townhouse in February to talk about the upcoming show, I
can tell she’s still having fun with it.
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I walk into one of two upstairs rooms devoted to “the project,” where
she has just found a picture of David Barnes — well-known artisan, market
vendor and kayaker — and she’s over the moon with the discovery.
Tamar’s photos are meticulously filed in boxes by date and with a film
roll number for cross-referencing, but it’s not as slick as having a computer
database where she can type in “David Barnes” and have his photo jump
out of one of the boxes.
It wasn’t until Tamar had sold her 100-acre water-access-only Bold Bluff
property in 2012 and moved into Ganges that she had the time and space
to evaluate what kind of treasure she had amassed in film photo form
from about 1990 to 2008.
This is how it happened: Tamar became actively involved in the community through the campaign in 2000 to combat the harvesting plans of
Texada Land Corporation after it bought almost 5,000 acres of land on
Salt Spring.

Through that time she took a lot of photos of the people involved.
“We were working together so closely that an amazing friendship developed out of the Texada years, and not just for me but for everyone that
was working on it.”
One way Tamar acknowledged those friendships was by making 6x6inch cards for people from photos she had taken of them during meetings
or direct actions. She would include a hand-written letter and adorn the
envelopes with the prettiest stamps she could buy.
“People just loved receiving them. It was a personal note to each person
and it was again my way of relating to people when I was isolated [out at
Bold Bluff]. Even then I would sometimes write eight or 10 cards at once
and put them up on the piano and look at them. They were so beautiful.”
In 2006, though, she suddenly found herself too busy trying to sell her
property and a bunch of them didn’t get mailed.
Then in December of 2013, her daughter Maya was visiting from
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Above and below: Examples of photo montages Tamar Griggs
has created for her Faces of Salt Spring exhibition.
Page 25: Griggs amid montages on a floor in her home.

California and they started going through Tamar’s things. That’s
when she came across the collection of unsent notes and photos.
She started mailing the seven-year-old missives off to the subjects, but then thought, “No, I’ve got to copy them first because
they are too beautiful . . . I began copying them at Apple Photo
so I at least had a record of what went out. And then I thought,
‘No, wait, this really needs to be a show.’”
For the exhibit, Tamar has created groups of four photos
from a related event or theme — perhaps the Goofer’s Pig Farm
protest of 1996, or the gypsy moth spray campaign party of 2006,
or Kirti Janyk’s wedding — and will then mount those on boards
that will hang in the ArtSpring gallery space.
“I’m quite sure there are at least 300 different islanders in this
show,” she says.
“Some of the images are just storytelling and they’re not super
photos but they record a moment in history — a tiny little moment of history on the island — or a moment in our lives.”
In addition to the photo collections, Tamar has asked people
to provide their “Salt Spring story,” which has been transcribed
onto a sheet of paper with that person’s photo or example of
their artwork. The plan is for the stories to be displayed in a big
notebook on a table for perusal in the gallery.
“They are the crown jewels of the exhibit,” she says, noting
that her favourites are stories from children who grew up on the
island.
Tamar is grateful for financial support received from the Salt
Spring Arts Council, and the Bob and Jinny Rush Fund of the
Salt Spring Island Foundation, as well as other sponsorships secured to date. Anyone wanting to provide support is welcome
to contact her at tamargriggs@gmail.com.
While the opening event details were not solidified by the time Aqua went to press, the show
will run from April 26 to May 5 from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. every day, except for Wednesday,
April 29 when it will be unavailable for viewing.
See the Driftwood newspaper for an updated
story closer to the exhibit’s run.
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